
jurtschitsch
brut rosé

Weingut Jurtschitsch is one of the most prestigious wineries in Austria. Having previously been 
run by the three brothers Edwin, Paul and Karl Jurtschitsch, the family-owned winery has now 
been in the hands of Alwin Jurtschitsch and his wife, Stefanie Hasselbach (of Gunderloch fame 
in the Rheinhessen) for more than ten years.
Alwin and Stef are leaders of the natural wine movement in the Kamptal. When Alwin and Stef 

started working in 2006, they insisted with Alwin’s father and uncles on converting all the vineyards to organic viticulture. In the vineyards, 
they are continually improving how they work: replanting more densely, using whey to treat for mildew instead of using copper sulphate, and 
working with new pruning methods. All the vineyards are certified organic and protecting biodiversity has always been a priority. Jurtschitsch 
explains that, “The more life you have in the vineyard, the more stable the entire system is.” Wild life is abundant in the Jurtschitsch vineyards, 
with many fruit trees, grass, garlic, wildflowers and butterflies fluttering amongst the vines. 
Jurtschitsch aims for a classic style of Kamptal wines, but more like an old-style of classic, that was made by their grandparents. This means, 
emphasizing the cool climate of Austria and making wines with finesse that strike a balance of ripe fruit and fresh acidity. Stefanie Jurtschitsch 
manages the winemaking and she is making wines which let the vineyards and soils speak for themselves. They only use spontaneous 
fermentations and work without any additions, aside from minimal sulfur. The entry-level wines are made in stainless steel, but all the single 
vineyard Erste Lagen wines are aged in large oak foudres. As of 2016, they have started a second line of wines called, ‘Discoveries of Langenlois’ 
which are bottled under “Alwin und Stefanie Jurtschitsch”. These wines push boundaries and allow them to play outside of the classic style, 
opting for skin contact, and low to no sulfur. Although the two lines show different expressions, the essential is that the farming is the same 
and both are low intervention in the cellar; they are two sides to the same coin. The wines shine in multi-faceted elegance, offering drinking 
pleasure at highest level without being baroque and heavy. 

NV

Austria

Kamptal 

Sparkling

70% Zweigelt, 15% Pinot Noir, 15% Saint Laurent

Certified

High elevation, cool climate vinyards (for example Tanzer & Steinberg)

Gneiss & some chalk

Cordon trained vines with low canopy

The Zweigelt has a short maceration for color and the Pinot Noir and Saint Laurent 
are pressed white. Aged for two and a half years on the lees in the bottle. Bottled 
with approximately 7g/L dosage.

Delicate and dry with a mineral backbone.
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